
OUR BUGGY
A $100 Buggy Absolutely Free of Cost !
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THE CHIEF has made arrangements whereby it is going to give to the subscriber who the
nearest correct guess on the total number of admissions to the World's Fair on day,
April 30, STUDEBAKER BUGGY.

Every paid on subscription entitles you to four guesses. Elswhere in this paper will be
found a table giving the figures on similar events in the past, to assist you in forming an estimate.

The buggy is on at Implement House. Call and examine it.

Subscribe now and get the news of the county in readable shape. This is presidential election
year, and the Barker trial occurs this month. THE CHIEF publishes ALL the news.

This Gontest mill close Saturday, April 30, 1904, at 5 m.

No. 23 20
Top Buggy Top Buggy

Is a full Rubber Top, im-

itation leather trimmed, dou-

ble reach, full panel back
with boot, Sarven patent
wheel, inch tread; in fact

the buggy you are looking
for, and I know the price is

.xight,
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This is a rare bargain. It
has leather quarter, top leath-
er trimmed, spring back and
spring cushion, nickel dash
rail, padded panels, full side
circle fifth wheel, double
reach 1 inch tread. This is
more buggy for the money
than you have ever seen.
The price is right,
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No. No. 30 S

This is a fine buggy. It
has leather quarter top,curved
prop joints, spring back and
spring cushion, long distance
dust-pr.o- ol axles, full circle
fifth wheelBaileybody loops,
Clipton fulMeather trimmed,
body black, gear Bruster
jreen. I will show you a
)uggy in this job the equal in
inish of any $85 job, and the
price is only

$65
Come and look this buggy

over.

JAMBS PETERSON,

Mill
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Red Cloud, Nebraska.
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